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ENDORSEMENT AS ONLINE GROUP ASSERTION

 Groups assert

 Online (esp. social media) groups assert

 Existing theories of group assertion don’t do a good job of accounting for online group assertion

 Proposal: endorsement-based account of online group assertion
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GROUPS ASSERT

 Basic Summativism A group asserts that p just in case (most or all of) its members assert that p (or would 

assert that p in the right circumstances).

 Basic Non-Summativism Whether a group asserts that p does not require that (most or any of) its members assert 

that p (or would assert that p in the right circumstances)

 Coordination: members perform coordinated acts and intend to reasonably convey that p via these acts

 Authority: a designated authority or spokesperson asserts on the group’s behalf
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ONLINE GROUPS ASSERT

 Healthy Food News: Robin is a member of the “Healthy Food News” Facebook group, and visits it often to get the 

latest news about healthy food. One day, she sees a highly endorsed post declaring that “açai berries are a new 

superfood”, and that they are so good for you because “they are full of antioxidants”. Robin then comes to believe 

that açai berries are a new superfood because they’re full of antioxidants.

 Contention: The Healthy Food News group asserts that açai berries are a new superfood because they are full of 

antioxidants

 Attribution behavior: “My Facebook group says that…”

 Acceptance behavior: That a stranger online said it is not going to get me to accept it; that it was the top-rated post on 

the group will
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ENDORSEMENT

 What is asserted is what is highly endorsed

 Endorsement does not require belief

 Endorsement is weaker than assertion

 Endorsement is (often) weaker than commitment
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ENDORSEMENT-BASED ONLINE GROUP ASSERTION

Attempt #1 An online group asserts that p just in case a significant proportion of its members endorse that p.

 Problem: people employ endorsement mechanisms in 

lots of different ways

 Mockingly, ironically, to express sympathy

Attempt #2 An online group asserts that p just in case a significant proportion of its members sincerely endorse the 

information expressed by p.
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ENDORSEMENT-BASED ONLINE GROUP ASSERTION

 Consequences

 Emergence: online group assertion can come about as the result of very minimal requirements 

on its members

 Responsibility: online groups can be responsible for the content endorsed by members; 

members are responsible insofar as they contribute their endorsement

 Testimony: potential consequences I haven’t quite thought through yet
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THANKS!

 Contact me

 kenneth.boyd@gmail.com

 kennethboyd.wordpress.com

 This presentation, handout, and references

 kennethboyd.wordpress.com/
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